
Poland-Pakistan
Sounds from two continents 
The power vested within a single musical note is 
undeniable; it can transcend political boundaries 
and overcome social barriers. This project aimed 
to bring musicians from Poland and Pakistan 
closer and help strengthen cultural ties between 
the countries. This exchange program fostered an 
exchange of ideas, information, values, traditions, 
beliefs, and other aspects of culture, and nurtured 
mutual understanding of the cultures of both 
Poland and Pakistan.

The project comprised of an artist residency for 
musical exchange, a live performance at radio, 
recording of this music cd, a grand concert for the 
public and a workshop and live concert for the 
children of charity schools.



Maria Pomianowska, Ph.D. Arts
Maria Pomianowska is a graduate of the Chopin 
Academy of Music, a professor of the Academy of 
Music in Cracow, a multi-instrumentalist, a vocalist and 
an exceptionally talented composer. She is also the 
artistic director of the Cross Culture Festival in Warsaw. 
In recognition of her outstanding achievements she 
has been awarded the Chopin’s Passport, the Medal 
for Merit to Culture, the Marshal of the Mazovia Prize, 
the Woman of success in Mazovia award and the Silver 
Cross of Merit.

Since 1984 she has been studying unique techniques 
of playing Asian instruments, while travelling to India, 
China, Korea, Mongolia, Japan and Middle East. Her 
comparative studies and multicultural experiences 
allowed her to reconstruct two forgotten traditional 
Polish instruments: Suka from Bilgoraj and Fiddle from 
Plock. In 2010 she opened first in Poland Ethnic Music 
Department at the Academy 
of Music in Cracow and 
also created the first in 
the world Suka & Fidel 
orchestra. 



Marta Sołek 
Marta Sołek is a graduate from Academy of Music in 
Cracow and is the only student in Poland with diploma 
from division of ethnic music.  She is a very talented 
multi-instrumentalist and plays the cello, polish folk 
bass, Biłgorajska Suka, Mielec Suka, Plock Fiddle, 
Gadułka and Greek Lyre. She is one of the leading 
students of Maria Pomianowska and has mastered 
some of the rare traditional instruments of Poland such 
as the Suka, Plock Fiddle and Polish Folk Bass. 

Marta took part in many projects around the world, 
ranging from concerts of classical music while playing 
with symphony orchestras, jazz concerts, theatrical 
performances and ethnic music festivals. She is 
permanently associated with the music group “Arcus 
Poloniae” – the first in the world knee fiddle orchestra. 
She is also associated a revolutionary women’s folk 
formation music band “Same Suki”.



Dr. Taimur Khan (Sarangi)
Taimur Khan is a prominent Sarangi player and a 
leading disciple of Ustad Allah Rakha – the last great 
living Sarangi maestro of Pakistan. Taimur’s interaction 
with music started with a guitar when he was a 
teenager. He eventually fell in love with Classical Music 
and started his experiments with Rabab, Sitar, Violin 
and finally Sarangi. Having played the Sarangi for 
15 years, Taimur is little known for being a Medical 
Doctor. He learned under the teaching of Ustad 
Mubarik Ali, Ustad Mehfooz Khokhar and eventually 
Ustad Allah Rakha. At the same time, he gained 
invaluable knowledge from the recordings, texts and 
commentaries of Rajan Parrikar.

Taimur has performed in many local and international 
art platforms such as Radio Pakistan, the All Pakistan 
Music Conference, the Institute for Preservation of Art 
and Culture, and The Islamabad Music Society. He has 
also represented Pakistan in the Pakistan-Norway 
cultural exchange program.



Muhammad Ajmal Khan (Tabla)
 Muhammad Ajmal Khan is a leading Tabla player of 
Punjab Gharana and a pupil of the late Tabla maestro 
Miyan Shaukat Hussain. He was born and raised in 
a musician family with 4 generations of artists and 
started playing the Tabla at a very early age. 

He has been playing the Tabla since the last 40 years 
and accompanied some of the leading Pakistani 
singers of classical, semi-classical and folk music 
such as Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, Mehdi Hassan, Ustad 
Salamat Ali Khan, Ustad Amanat Ali Fateh Ali Khan, 
Tufail Niazi, Madam Noor Jahan, Farida Khaanam, 
Iqbal Bano, Ustad Shaggan Khan, Roshan Aara Begum, 
Abida Parveen and Arif Lohar. Intentionally he 
has performed in more than 60 countries with 
international artists from all sorts of genres. In 
recognition of his outstanding achievements in 
music he has been awarded the prestigious 
President Pride of Performance Award by 
the Government of Pakistan. 



Muhammad Azam Khan (Vocals)
Azam Khan hails from a traditional music family. He is 
the son of the legendry Bakshi Salamat Qawwal. He 
has been exposed to Classical Music since an early age 
and learned under the supervision of his father and 
uncle. He was also a student of the late Nusrat Fateh 
Ali Khan.

As a vocalist, he belongs to the Qawwal Gharana but 
has mastered Classical, Semi Classical, Ghazal and Sufi 
forms of vocal music also. He has been performing 
for more than 45 years. He has performed at various 
international festivals such as London Mela, Womad 
festival in France, Spain and U.K, Manchester Mega 
Mela, Streets of Brighton and Manchester’s Garden of 
Delights. 



Bilgoray Suka
The Suka is a bowed traditional Polish folk instrument and was popular between the seventeenth to 

early nineteenth century and was played at weddings in the south eastern region of Poland. Sadly 
in the current century not a single copy of the instrument survived. Later the instrument was 

reconstructed by Andrzej Kuczkowski, and is today being popularized by Maria Pomianowska.

It is played vertically, while holding the instrument on the knee in a vertical position using 
the fingernail technique where the strings are not truncated by pressure from above, but 
with a side touch of the fingernail. This way of playing is characteristic for the Sarangi of the 

subcontinent.

Construction: A box carved out with one piece of cherry wood. It is fitted with four strings. 
The body of the instrument is very similar to the modern violin, but the neck is very wide 

and has a decorative rosette cut in the fingerboard.

Plock Fiddle
TheFiddle is a traditional Polish folk instrument probably dates from the 
sixteenth The Fiddle is a traditional Polish folk instrument probably dates 

from the sixteenth century, it too did not survive till the current century. 
In 1985 one specimen of this fiddle was dug out during the archaeological 

excavations at Old Town Płock and was reconstructed by Dr. Dahlig Eve and Andrew 
Kuczkowski.
It is played while holding the instrument in a vertical position between the knees. Ms. 
Maria Pomianowska based on experience, research and expertise has developed a tuning 
technique and the fingernail technique playing style for it. 

Construction: The body of the fiddle is made out of one piece of birch wood. It is fitted 
with six strings and has a box-shaped body. The instrument has a rare type of bridge, 
which has two legs of unequal lengths. It has very conservative design features with no 
fingerboard and tailpiece.



Sarangi
The Sarangi is a bowed, short-necked string instrument found in the Indian Subcontinent. Its 
origins are unknown; however most of the scholars relate it to instruments referred in various 
works from the seventh century onwards.

The sound of Sarangi is said to be as expressive and evocative as a hundred colors and it is 
considered to be the only instrument which comes in close proximity to the human voice. 
Therefore its name, which comes from two words: Sau (meaning “hundred”) and Rang 
(meaning “color”). It is played by the fingernail technique. Today the Sarangi is a very rare 
instrument in Pakistan and is considered to be on the brink of extinction, with less than a 
handful of Sarangi players and only one living maestro remaining.

Construction: Carved from a single block of wood, the Sarangi has a box-like shape. 
The lower resonance chamber is covered with parchment and a strip of leather at the 
waist which supports an  elephant-shaped bridge. The bridge in turn supports the huge 
pressure of approximately 40 strings with 3 main and remaining resonance strings.

Tabla
The Tabla is the most commonly played drum set in South Asia. The Tabla was invented in 
India, yet the history of the instrument remains uncertain. The excavations of the Indus valley civilization 
(2600 BCE) unearthed instruments very similar to the modern day Tabla which suggest that it might be at 
least a few thousand years old. 

Playing technique involves extensive use of the fingers and palms in various configurations to 
create a wide variety of different sounds, reflected in the mnemonic 
syllables (Bol).

Construction: The smaller wooden drum or dayan (literally 
“right”) is played with the dominant hand. The larger metal drum 
or bayan (literally “left”) has a much deeper bass tone and is 
played with the other hand. Both drum shells are covered with 
a head constructed from goat or cow skin.



Songs descriptions
1- Lipa - 5:07
Lipa is a Lime or Linden tree in Polish language; in this song it symbolizes a young maiden who is losing her 
carefree days of youth. The flowers of the tree are very sweet smelling of which the bees are making honey, 
as sweet and delicate as a young innocent girl. The context of the song is sad, when the maiden is left alone 
waiting for her beloved.

2- Zbójnicki Mountain song – 5:07
Zbójnicki in polish language means the dance of robbers. This song is music for the folk dance from Podhale, 
the mountainous region of Poland. It is a collective name for a number of steps and dances performed for 
centuries at Podhale. This highland dancing is traditionally performed by a group of men who very often use 
axes as an accessory.

3- Magic of the Suka and Sarangi  – 5:58
The Bilgoray Suka was brought back to life by Maria Pomianowska after her inspiration from playing the 
Sarangi. Therefore in many ways the modern day Suka owes its existence to the Sarangi. This instrumental 
piece is a brilliant fusion bringing both these instruments together like the intimate reunion of lovers apart.

4- Chmiel – 4:51
Chmiel is the polish name for the Humulus or Hop plant. This song is the oldest known ceremonial wedding 
song. The song probably comes from pagan times, and was traditionally sung at midnight, at the wedding 
ritual of removing the bride’s veil. The song associates the relationship of the young couple to that of the hop 
plant and the poles that hold it up.
5- Oberek dance music– 3:01
Oberek is a lively dance and is one of the national dances of Poland. “Oberek” is derived from “obracać się” 
which in Polish means “to spin”. This dance consists of many lifts and jumps and is the fastest of the Five 
National Dances of Poland. The beauty of the Oberek depends on each individual dancer’s talent of spinning 
at the fast tempo of the Oberek music.

6- Raag Jaijaiwanti  – 8:55
This piece is the rendition of Raag Jaijaiwanti on the Sarangi. A Raag means “colour” or “passion” in Sanskrit, 
in the classical music of South Asia it is a melodic framework for improvisation and composition. This is an 
exceptionally tender Raag, which traditionally depicts the sadness of a woman who pines for her lover. This 
majestic and highly arresting Raag is assigned to the night hours.



7- Suwany dance music – 2:53
Suwany means to shuffle; this is music for a dance routine which is based on slowly shuffling of legs. This form 
of Polish folk dance is popular in rural areas in many Polish regions, especially in Mazovia and Radomszczyzna. 
This very slow dance music is based on the triple rhythm which is the signature of all Polish dances. 

8- Chorea Polonica – 8:07
Chorea Polonica literally means “Polish dance”. This music is associated to dance that was extremely popular 
in Poland during the 16th century mainly at royal and noble’s courts. This form of dance has now disappeared 
in Poland but can be found in the traditional orchestra of Spain, France and Scandinavia. 
9- Ki haal sunawan dil da – 5:46
This is a devotional song comprising of poetry by Sufi poet and mystic Khwaja Ghulam Farid. It is in Seraiki 
language of the south Punjab region of Pakistan. This style of semi classical sufi music is called Kafi. The song 
portrays the feelings of a divine lover who can’t find a sympathizer to share his feelings as he groans alone in 
the ecstasy of love for his beloved, the creator.

10- Stużyłem ja Tobie  –5:52
This song is the instrumental version of a 16th century traditional polish melody. The literal meaning of 
Stużyłem ja Tobie  are, “I was your servant”. The song tells a tragic love story, where a man loves a woman who 
doesn’t love him back. In despair the man is going to leave his home and undertake a journey from which 
he shall never return. 



About IPAC
The Institute for Preservation of Arts and Culture (IPAC) is a nonprofit social enterprise devoted to promoting 
and preserving the traditional genre of arts in Pakistan. IPAC aims to not only preserve Pakistan’s rich cultural 
and artistic heritage through recordings and documentation, but also to implement solutions to ensure its 
continuous propagation. 

Pakistan’s artistic cultural heritage has been under threat for some time and is currently at the brink of 
extinction. Families of traditional musicians can no longer support themselves on their art and talent, and 
the lack of support and prejudice against them has forced their children to abandon their family’s traditional 
artistic lifestyle. 

It is critical that these artists are given a platform to perform, with a supportive audience. In addition, they 
need to be financially supported and assisted in their training of future generations. The future of Pakistan’s 
traditional arts is bleak unless it is financially feasible for the artists to continue their traditions and inspire 
newer generations to follow suit. Therefore, IPAC’s primary aim is to develop sustainable solutions to ensure 
the survival of the traditional art forms of Pakistan.

Email: info@ipac.org.pk
Broadcast: youtube.com/IPACpk 
Social: facebook.com/ipac.pakistan


